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Tuning of the gold work function by carborane
films studied using density functional theory†

Martin Hladı́k, Aliaksei Vetushka, Antonı́n Fejfar* and Héctor Vázquez *

Using density functional theory including van der Waals interactions, we calculate the adsorption and

electronic properties of dithiol-dicarba-closo-dodecaboranes chemisorbed on Au(111) surfaces.

Carborane molecules consist of a cage-like structure made of boron and carbon atoms and possess a

large intrinsic dipole. We consider two functionalized carborane positional isomers, with thiol linker

groups attached to either carbon or boron backbone atoms, such that when adsorbed on the Au

substrate, the molecular dipole points towards the metal surface or away from it. We investigate a large

number of junction geometries and find that carborane adsorption can induce significant changes in the

work function of the Au substrate, in the range of 1 eV. These changes depend strongly on the interface

geometry at the atomistic level. From the analysis of these junction structures, we provide a picture of

the driving mechanisms that determine adsorption geometries, and relate them to interface electronic

structure and resulting work function modification. In particular, our results highlight the important role

played in these interface quantities by distortions in the Au surface layer induced by carborane

adsorption.

1 Introduction

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), a large set of molecules
creating two-dimensional (2D) interfaces most commonly
between gaseous and solid phases, enable the tuning of surface
properties suitable for use in materials development and
nanotechnology.1,2 Changes in the surface properties can ulti-
mately lead to increased efficiency of photovoltaic cell efficiency
through the tuning of molecular level positions of SAMs
composed of electronically active molecules.3–6

Rigid molecules with a cage-like structure have attracted
attention among SAMs due to their higher stability against
heating and chemical substitution and small number of defects of
formed monolayers.7–11 Dicarba-closo-dodecaboranes (commonly
known as carboranes) are particularly attractive given their
remarkable electronic structure properties (Fig. 1).12–15 In coordi-
nation chemistry, carboranes are employed as suitable ligands
for transition-element complexes,16–19 or as part of polymer
materials.20 When functionalized with thiol linker groups,3,21–29

carboranethiols have been used as building blocks for SAMs on
metal surfaces,1,25,26,30,31 even tuning the binding configuration to
the substrate.32

The remarkable electronic properties of carboranes and
carboranethiols are closely related to their significant molecular
dipole. The carborane molecule (C2B10H12) has an icosahedral
geometry with 20 sides and 12 vertices, in which the 2 carbon
and 10 boron atoms are hexacoordinated and participating in
the heavily delocalized bonds.16,17 The different electronegativity

Fig. 1 Isolated carborane molecules and adsorption of dithiol-ortho-
carboranes on Au(111). The large molecular dipole originates from an
asymmetry in the electron density caused by the position of carbon and
boron atoms in the cage.
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of C and B atoms results in a non-uniform electron density
distribution, which, depending on the position of C and B
atoms, can lead to substantial molecular dipoles. In this paper
we consider 1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaboranes (commonly known
as ortho-carboranes, Fig. 1, left), which is the isomer with the
largest molecular dipole.16,17 Dithiol functionalization of ortho-
carboranes can be done at the C atoms or at the B atoms, which
further modifies the molecular dipole (Fig. 1, middle). When
adsorbed on a metal surface, the details of interface geometry
and binding are known to play a role.16,17,33 As we show in
this paper, metal–molecule hybridization and resulting charge
transfer and rearrangement strongly affect the interface electronic
structure, allowing us to change the work function of the metal
surface by more than 1 eV.

2 Computational details

Dithiol ortho-carborane molecules were adsorbed on an Au(111)
surface (with the H atoms of the thiol linker groups removed).
Geometry relaxations were carried out using density functional
theory for a large number of structures. Calculations were done
using the SIESTA34 code. A local-orbital single-z plus polariza-
tion basis was used for gold atoms, while molecular atoms were
described with a double-z plus polarization basis. The largest
(shell-dependent) values for the radial confinement radii used
in our calculations are (Bohr): 6.459 (boron), 5.205 (hydrogen),
5.519 (carbon), 5.487 (sulfur), 6.723 and 10.544 (gold). The
larger cutoff radii for surface layer Au atoms and adatoms
provide a better description of the wave function decay into
the vacuum. Exchange–correlation, including van der Waals
interactions, was described using the vdW-DF functional of
M. Dion et al.35 in the implementation of G. Román-Pérez and
J. M. Soler.36 The unit cell contained the molecule plus 4 Au
layers, each of which consisted of 16 atoms. With this lateral
size, the effect of unit cell replicas on molecular geometry was
small. This was checked by optimizing the geometry in larger
unit cells (36 atoms per layer and equivalent Brillouin zone
sampling). Going from the 16- to the 36-atom-per-layer cell
(areas of 122 and 275 Å2 respectively), the position of each
carborane atom changed by only 0.004 Å on average. A vacuum
gap of B10 Å was introduced above the topmost molecular
atom. Slab dipole corrections were taken into account. The
position of molecular and Au surface layer atoms was relaxed
until residual forces fell below 0.02 eV Å�1. A 250 Ry real-space
cutoff was used in the calculations. Reciprocal space in the
direction parallel to the surface was sampled with a 6 � 6
Monkhorst–Pack grid for geometry relaxations and for the calcu-
lation of electron density and electrostatic potential energy, which
we checked were sufficiently converged.

3 Results
Geometries

We systematically investigated a large number of interface
structures by probing the azimuthal angle with respect to Au

rows as well as the molecular tilt angle. We generated initial
geometries for optimization by placing the center of the carborane
cage above a Au–Au bond. We changed the azimuthal angle
(defined by the line connecting both S atoms with the row
of surface Au atoms) in steps of 10 degrees between 0 and
120 degrees. Each of these initial structures was relaxed.
Simulations showed that metal–molecule junction structure
was driven by the binding of the S atoms and influenced by
the molecular tilt angle. Final geometries consistently showed S
atoms adsorbed near hollow sites on the Au surface. In these
positions, azimuthal angles are close to either 10 or 110 degrees
(equivalent by symmetry).

To investigate the role played by the polar angle, each of
these final geometries was then tilted around the S–S bond an
angle ranging from 0 to 70 degrees (in steps of 10 degrees), and
the geometry was optimized again.

Thus over a hundred structures with different initial azimuthal
and polar angles were explored, each of which resulted in a local
minimum. This was done for both B- and C-bonded isomers.

Work function change

We first discuss the work function changes resulting from
carborane adsorption by analyzing the changes for B- and
C-bonded molecules adsorbed vertically. Fig. 2 shows the calculated

Fig. 2 Plane-averaged potential energy profiles for B-bonded (top) and
C-bonded (bottom) carboranethiols adsorbed on Au(111). Green curves
correspond to the clean Au(111) slab.
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plane-averaged electrostatic potential across the junctions37–40

as a function of the distance to Au reference layers.
The figure shows the potential for the B-bonded conformer

(top panel, blue line) and for the C-functionalized conformer
(bottom panel, red line). The figure also shows the potential
for the clean Au(111) surface (green line), which is the same in
both panels.

Three main regions can be clearly distinguished as a func-
tion of distance to the surface. Up to z B 5 Å, oscillations in the
electrostatic potential are regular and the behavior is bulk-like.
Then there is an intermediate region (extending between
B7 and B10 Å for the clean surface and between B7 and
B15 Å for the carborane junctions) with significant variations
resulting from surface and interface effects; their origin is
discussed in detail in the following section. Finally, beyond
B15 Å the potential is flat. Importantly, the height of this outer
flat plateau, which characterizes the work function of the
metal–molecule interface, is different from the clean surface
and among both carborane terminations. Deep inside the
metal the electronic structure is not affected by surface or
interface effects, and all three profiles match. In the interface
region, differences start to appear between the carborane-
terminated junctions and the clean surface, as well as between
both carborane systems. Far from the junction, the three
potential profiles level out to different values, illustrating the
effect of the carborane layers on the work function. Depending
on which chemical species in the cage-like backbone the S
linkers are attached to, the potential profile (reflecting the value
of the work function) can be shifted by B1 eV in either
direction compared to the clean surface.

For B-bonded carborane, the work function is reduced by
1.25 eV, while for the C-functionalized isomer, it is increased by
1.22 eV. The results of Fig. 2 show that the range of possible
metal surface work function shifts upon carborane adsorption
on the clean Au(111) is about 2.5 eV. This trend in work function
changes is consistent with results of Kelvin Probe Force Micro-
scopy experiments of carboranes measured previously.41,42

The sign of the work function modification can be under-
stood from the direction of the molecular dipole of the thiol-
terminated carborane. The calculated dipole along the z direction
of the clean Au surface is �4.4 D, while that of the B-bonded
(C-bonded) molecule with the H atoms from the thiol linkers
removed is +6.1 D (�1.7 D). The sign of these unit cell dipoles
indicates their orientation, from negative to positive charge, along
the z axis.

Electron density difference

To characterize the details of interface electronic structure,
we investigate the charge rearrangement upon carborane
adsorption, given by the plane-averaged electron density difference
rdiff(z). This quantity is defined as the difference between the
electron density of the metal–molecule junction rjcn(z) and the
sum of electron densities of the isolated molecule rmol(z) and
metal surface rAu(z):

rdiff(z) = rjcn(z) � [rmol(z) + rAu(z)] (1)

When calculating these quantities, geometry was kept frozen
so as to compute only electronic effects. All densities in eqn (1)
are averaged over the x and y components in the unit cell.39,43,44

In the calculation of rmol, the H atoms in the thiol groups are
not included.

Fig. 3 shows the calculated electron density difference for
the B- and C-bonded carboranes. Positive (negative) values
of rdiff(z) correspond to electron accumulation (depletion) upon
carborane adsorption. As expected, rdiff(z) integrates to zero.
Fig. 3 shows oscillations around zero, which are more pronounced
in the Au–S region for both B- and C-bonded carboranes.
In particular, electrons are accumulated in the S atoms, while
the region close to the Au surface is depleted. This rearrange-
ment is consistent with the changes in Mulliken populations.
Upon adsorption, the orbital population of each S atom
increases by B0.1 e, while those of contact Au or B (C) atoms
decrease by B0.03 e for B-bonded (C-bonded) junctions.
An interface dipole pointing towards the metal is formed as a
consequence of this charge rearrangement. Numerical calcula-
tions of the dipole resulting from these rdiff(z) profiles yield
substantial values. For the B-bonded and C-bonded interfaces,
these dipoles are�2.3 D and �2.5 D, respectively. As we discuss
below, these contributions arising from charge rearrangement
have a significant effect on the total dipole at the interface.
However, from Fig. 2 we can see that the most important shift

Fig. 3 Plane-averaged electron density difference profiles for B-bonded
(top panel, blue) and C-bonded (bottom panel, red) carboranes upon
adsorption on the Au(111) surface.
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in the work function takes place inside the carborane cage,
consistent with the large internal dipole.

Density of states

The spectral properties of the dithiolcarboranes thus adsorbed
at the junction exhibit interesting characteristics. The full lines
in Fig. 4 show the Projected Density of States (PDOS)34,45 of
carboranedithiols adsorbed vertically on the Au(111) surface,
calculated the geometry of Fig. 2 and 3. The PDOS of B-bonded
(C-bonded) are shown in blue (red). The different vertical panels
show projections onto all molecular atoms, or onto the different
chemical species. Dashed lines denote the position of molecular
orbitals of the carborane unit cleaved off the Au substrate (while
keeping the geometry unchanged). The large shifts between the
positions of these states and peaks in the PDOS are consistent
with the charge rearrangement at the interface.

From the calculated spectra, for both isomers the occupied
state closest to the Fermi level has a strong contribution of the
S linker atoms. In the empty part of the spectrum there are
differences in the character of the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular
Orbital (LUMO) depending on the carborane isomer. The LUMO
of the B-functionalized molecule (blue) has a significant con-
tribution of B states. However, in the LUMO of the C-bonded
isomer (red), the involvement of B-derived states is lower, and
instead it has a stronger C character.

Carborane tilt angle and effect of surface asperities

So far we have discussed the interface properties of carboranes
adsorbed vertically on Au. These vertical geometries are local
minima in the geometry relaxations but other stable junction
geometries are found when the carborane molecule is tilted
around the axis connecting both S atoms.

Since slab calculations involve periodic boundary conditions
in the x and y directions, the junction energetics are affected
by the electrostatic interaction between the dipole of the unit
cell and that of the replicas. Because of this, a vertical orienta-
tion of the carborane molecule (with its dipole pointing along
the z direction) is unfavourable energetically from purely
dipole–dipole considerations. Together with the replicas, this
vertical geometry represents a two-dimensional arrangement
of parallel dipoles, which is not favourable from an energy
standpoint. Instead, the energy of this array of dipoles would be
minimized in a horizontal orientation of the molecule, with
the inherent carborane dipole parallel to the Au surface. This
SAM geometry, with molecules physisorbed above the metal
surface, was recently considered in a computational study of
carboranethiols.46 In our work, however, we tilt the molecules
around the axis connecting both S atoms, and the carborane
molecules remain anchored to the Au surface through the
metal–thiolate bonds.

Intuitively, as the tilt angle is increased from a vertical
orientation, one can expect the energy to decrease at first due
to dipole–dipole interactions. Eventually, for high enough
angles, the Au atoms will repel the carborane cage when it
comes too close to the metal surface. Within this range, the
polar angle leading to the energy minimum will be found. This
overall picture is confirmed by atomistic simulations, although
with two important caveats. First, simulations showed that
this polar tilt angle is a rather soft degree of freedom: there
are stable configurations with tilt angles between y B 40 to
B60 degrees within B200 meV of each other. Second, the
tilting of dithiocarboranes was accompanied in many cases
with significant deformation of the Au surface layer. For large
tilt angles, Au surface atoms bonded to the S linker atoms were
pulled out of the surface layer during geometry relaxation.
As we discuss below, these distortions of the Au layer strongly
affect the total energy and the dipole of the junction.

The calculated dipole and total energy for the B- and
C-bonded carboranes are summarized in Fig. 5. Each point
corresponds to a relaxed structure obtained in the sampling of
azimuthal and polar angles. The value of the polar tilt angle
after geometry optimization is shown in the horizontal axis.
The vertical axis indicates the total energy, with respect to the
lowest value for each (B- or C-bonded) set. The change in the
junction dipole with respect to that of the clean Au slab is given
by the color bar. Each panel contains B100 data points.

The results of Fig. 5 show that junctions where the carborane
is adsorbed more or less vertically (y o 20 degrees) are energe-
tically more costly than those with larger tilt angles. As we now
discuss, in this latter case, Au atoms are extracted from the metal
surface layer. The effect of the adsorbed carborane on the dipole
of the junction, shown in the color scale, follows the expected
behaviour as a function of tilt (polar) angle: it decreases with
increasing tilt angle since the projection onto the vertical direc-
tion is smaller. Moreover, since the orientation of the intrinsic
dipole is opposite for B- and C-functionalized carboranes, their
contributions to the total dipole of the junction as a function of
tilt angle go in opposite directions.47

Fig. 4 Calculated molecular PDOS at the interface of B-bonded (blue)
and C-bonded (red) carboranes. Dashed lines correspond to the isolated
case, obtained by removing all Au atoms while keeping the molecular
geometry unchanged.
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In B-bonded carboranes the intrinsic molecular dipole
points upwards, opposite the direction of the Au slab dipole,
while for C-bonded molecules both dipoles point towards �z.
Thus, as the molecular tilt angle y increases in Fig. 5, the z
projection of the carborane dipole decreases in absolute value,
and the total dipole of the junction is less positive for B-bonded
junctions (top panel) or less negative in the case of C-bonded
molecules (bottom panel).

We now comment on the extraction of Au surface atoms due
to interaction with the carborane thiolate groups. As mentioned
above, we observed this in many simulations, especially for
high tilt angles. It is well known that thiolate groups interact
strongly with Au and can induce important structural changes
in the Au surface.48,49 Our simulations show instances where
one, two and even three Au atoms bonded to molecular S
groups were lifted during geometry relaxations by B1.0 Å or
more above the metal surface. These atomic rearrangements
stabilize the junction, resulting in a lowering of the total
energy. Concurrently, regardless of the adsorbed carborane
isomer, this Au rearrangement always contributes positively
to the Au slab dipole, which is made less negative. As before,
this effect can add to or be cancelled by the inherent dipole of
the adsorbed carborane depending on its direction.

To further investigate the role on the interfacial properties of
Au structures adsorbed on top of the surface layer, we consider
junctions where the carborane isomers are bonded to Au adatoms
adsorbed on hollow surface sites. We studied junctions with
either a single adatom or three adatoms. Initial geometries were
generated by placing the carborane molecules partially mounted
on top of the Au adatom(s). One of the S atoms, at a higher
distance from the surface, was placed above the Au adsorbate,
while the other S atom was positioned closer to the surface.

Initial structures were generated having the azimuthal angle
span 120 degrees. Although the molecule was initially vertical,
it tilted markedly during geometry optimization. Simulations
showed no differences between Au adatoms placed on hcp or fcc
hollow sites.

These interface calculations with Au adsorbates (see ESI† for
details) are in line with the findings on the bare surface. Tilting
of carborane molecules during geometry relaxation is accom-
panied by displacement of adjacent Au atoms and a lowering of
the total energy. As on the clean Au surface, interface geometry
is controlled by Au–S interactions. Simulations show that the S
atom closest to the surface will tend to adsorb close to a hollow
site, as expected. However, for the other S atom, initially placed
above the adsorbed Au adatom or trimer structure, we found
several stable binding geometries. The coordination of this
S atom strongly influences the total energy of the junction.
Regardless of whether the Au adsorbates consisted of one or
three adatoms, the structures with the lowest energy had the
S atom bonded to two Au atoms in a bridge-like configuration.
Whenever the S atom was bonded to one Au atom only, the
energy was significantly higher. Due to steric repulsion with the
carborane cage, no geometries were found where the S atom
was bonded on a hollow site above the Au trimer.

These calculations of carboranes bonded to Au adsorbates
corroborate the picture of strong Au–S interaction and satura-
tion of the S orbitals governing the interface energetics and in
inducing substantial changes in the atomistic structure of the
Au surface.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we investigated the structural and interface elec-
tronic properties of carboranedithiols adsorbed on Au(111).
We considered two carborane positional isomers for which
the intrinsic molecular dipole points towards the surface or
away from it. We sampled a large number of interface geo-
metries exploring a wide range of carborane orientations.
We found that adsorption of carborane molecules results in
considerable changes in the gold work function. When the
carborane is functionalized through B atoms, the molecular
dipole points towards the vacuum and the work function is
significantly reduced. On the other hand, the intrinsic dipole of
C-functionalized carborane points towards the Au surface and
the work function is increased. We find that the range of work
function changes resulting from carborane adsorption can be
of the order of 1 eV. We characterized the electronic structure at
the interface, and analyzed the changes in electron density upon
adsorption. Our results showed that charge rearrangement at the
interface mostly involves the Au–S covalent bonds.

From the large number of structures considered, we saw that
the strong metal–thiolate bonds were the main driving mecha-
nism determining the metal–molecule geometry. In particular,
coordination of the S bonds led in many cases to the tilting of
the adsorbed carborane and to the rearrangement of Au atoms.
On the clean Au(111) surface, this tilting was related to

Fig. 5 Energy and change in the slab dipole (color scale) as a function
of the final molecular tilt angle for a series of B-bonded (top panel) and
C-bonded (bottom panel) carboranes adsorbed on Au(111).
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Au atoms being lifted from the surface layer. On surfaces which
had one or three Au adatoms, these structures were bonded to
one of the molecular thiolate linker groups, often also involving
Au atoms extracted from the surface.

Simulations showed that the lifting of Au atoms lowered
the total energy, stabilizing the junction configuration. These
changes in the atomistic structure of the interface have
important consequences for the junction energy and electronic
properties. First, they are associated with changes in the
molecular geometry, particularly in the tilting of the carborane
cage. This alters the component of the molecular dipole
perpendicular to the surface and has a clear impact on the
potential drop across the interface and work function modifi-
cation. Second, displacement of Au atoms alters the properties
of the metal slab, reducing the magnitude of its dipole. The
large intrinsic dipole of the carborane structure has the stron-
gest influence on interface electronic properties, in particular,
the work function can be modified upon adsorption by B1 eV
on either the direction depending on molecular orientation.
However, simulations also showed that the junction electronic
structure depends sensitively on the details of the metal–
carborane interface, and in particular on the surface roughness
at the atomistic level, which may impact the properties of
ultra-thin metal–organic interfaces and films.

Our work thus highlights the importance of accurately
describing the atomistic structure at the interface and illus-
trates how the adsorption of carboranes can be used to modify
the interface electronic properties and to tune the metal work
function.
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